
Computing a rational in betweenIoannis Emiris� Bernard Mourrainy Elias TsigaridasyMay 3, 2008We are interested in the following problem: Given two (distint) real algebrai numbers andtheir order, an we ompute a number between them as a rational polynomial funtion of theoe�ients of the polynomials that de�ne these two numbers?Given intervals that ontain the real algebrai numbers and a proedure to re�ne them, we ansolve our problem as follows: We re�ne the intervals until they beome disjoint, this will happeneventually sine we assume that the real algebrai numbers are not equal, and then we omputea rational number between the intervals, whih is, evidently, between the real algebrai numbers,as well. However, this an iterative approah and it depends on separation bounds, e.g. [11℄. Wepresent a diret method, whih is appliable when we allow in addition to ompute the �oor of apolynomial expression that involves real algebrai numbers. In the end, we will also remove theassumption that the order of the real algebrai numbers is known.The problem arises when we want to ompute rational numbers that isolate the roots of aninteger polynomial of small degree, say � 5 [3℄. Another motivation omes from geometry. In orderto analyse the intersetion of two quadris P and Q [10℄, one need to determine the real roots ofthe polynomial det(P + xQ) = 0, their multipliities and a value in between eah of these roots.1 A rational between square rootsLet us �rst onsider a simple problem. Given two expressions involving square roots, that is� = a1 + pb1 and � = a2 + pb2, suh that � < �, an we ompute a number m = pq suh that� < m < �, as a rational polynomial funtion of a1; a2; b1; b2?Lemma 1. Given a1; a2 2 ZZ, b1; b2 2 IN, let � > � > 0 be de�ned below. Then, it is possible todetermine m 2 (Q as a funtion of a1; a2; b1; b2, suh that� = a1 +pb1 � m � a2 +pb2 = �:Proof: Notie that � is a root of the polynomial h1(x) = x2 � 2 a1x� b1 + a12, while � is a rootof h2(x) = x2 � 2 a2x� b2 + a22. We onsider the following resultant w.r.t. y:h(x) = resultanty(h1(y); h2(x+ y)) = x4 + n3x3 + n2x2 + n1x+ n0; (1)�National Kapodistrian University of Athens, HELLAS. emiris(AT)di.uoa.gryINRIA Sophia Antipolis Méditerranée, FRANCE. FirstName.LastName(AT)sophia.inria.fr1



where n3 = 4 a1 � 4 a2,n2 = �12 a2a1 + 6 a22 � 2 b1 � 2 b2 + 6 a12,n1 = �4 (a1 � a2) ��a12 + 2 a2a1 + b1 + b2 � a22�,n0 = 4 a2a1b1 + 4 a2a1b2 + b12 � 2 b1b2 � 2 b1a12 � 2 b1a22 + b22 � 2 b2a12 � 2 b2a22 + 6 a12a22 �4 a2a13 � 4 a23a1 + a14 + a24.Polynomial h(x) has � � � > 0 as one of its (four) real roots. We onsider any of the possiblelower bounds k > 0 on the positive roots of h, see [4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11℄. Independently of the preisevalue of k, the following holds:a1 +pb1 < k + a1 +pb1 < a2 +pb2:If k � 1, then we set m = k + a1 + jpb1k ;whih satis�es the inequalities beause �pb1� + k � pb1. In this ase, we ould also hoosem = 1 + a1 + �pb1�.If k < 1, then k = �� for integers 1 � � < �, and it holds that�� = �a1 + �pb1 < �+ �a1 + �pb1 < �a2 + �pb2 = ��: (2)Then, we hoose m = �� + a1 + ��pb1�� ;beause m < � , �m < ��, whih follows from the right inequality (2). Moreover, �m ��+ �a1 + �pb1 � 1 � ��. �2 A rational between real algebrai numbersThe tehnique of the proof of the previous lemma is quite generi. Thus we will extend the previouslemma to a more general theorem.Consider two real algebrai numbers � < �, de�ned as real roots of A = Pdai=0 ai xi andB =Pdbi=0 bi xi 2 ZZ[x℄, respetively. We are seeking for a number m, suh that � < m < �, de�nedas a rational polynomial funtions in the oe�ients of A and B. We onsider the polynomialC(x) = dXi=0 i xi = resultanty(A(y); B(x + y); y); (3)whih has as real roots all the di�erenes of the roots of the polynomials A and B. If the onstantoe�ient of C is zero, then we divide C by x until we obtain a polynomial with non zero onstantterm. By abuse of notation we denote this polynomial by C. Let 0 < k be a lower bound on theabsolute value of the roots of C. Then it holds that� < k + � < �:2



If k � 1 then m = k + b�, sine b� + k � �. If k < 1, then let k = �� for some numbers1 � � < �. In this ase, it holds that �� < �+ �� < ��;and so we an hoose m = �� + b��� : (4)The previous disussion allows us to state the following theorem:Theorem 2. Consider two real algebrai numbers � < �. We an ompute a number m, suhthat � < m < � as a rational polynomial funtion in the oe�ients of the polynomials that de�ne� and �, using the four basi operations and the b� funtion.2.1 What we an hoose as lower boundIf we an a�ord the omputation of C, refer to Eq. (3), then in order to ompute k, we an applyone of the various lower bounds [4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11℄, available in the literature.If we do not want to ompute C(X) then we an proeed as follows. Reall, e.g. [6℄, thatfor a real algebrai number, say , its measure, M (), is the Mahler measure of its minimumpolynomial. It holds that 1M() < jj <M (), and M (� � �) � 2da dbM (�)db M (�)da . Thus, wean hoose k = 2�dadb M (A)�db M (B)�da :Remark 3. If the polynomials that de�ne � and � have degree bounded by d and maximumoe�ient bit size bounded by � , then using the fat that M (A) � kAk2 � pd 2� , we an hooseas rational between � and � the numberm = 1d 2d2+2d� + jd 2d2+2d� �kd 2d2+2d� ;or the more �simple� number m = 122d2+2d� + j22d2+2d� �k22d2+2d� ;whih an be implemented using only shift operations.Other estimations, possible sharper, are possible using the inequalities M (A) � [A℄2 � kAk2 �pdkAk1, where [A℄2 is the Bombieri norm [1℄.Example 4. We will ompute a rational between � = 5p2 < 5p3 = �, whih are roots of A(x) =x5�2 and A(x) = x5�3, respetively. The polynomial C(x) of (3) is C(x) = x25�5x20+3760x15+11240x10 + 116255x5 � 1, and a lower bound on its roots is k = 1116256 . Thus, a rational between� and �, refer to (4), ism = 1116256 + j116256 5p2k115256 = 1 + 133543116256 = 1669314532 :3



3 Further extensionsWe an drop the assumption of Th. 2 that we know the order of the two real algebrai numbers.Initially, we assume � < � and we ompute a rational m1. Assuming � > � we ompute a rationalm2. Then, m = minfm1;m2g is between � and �.We hope that this result will help us to derive a probabilisti test for omparing two expressionsinvolving roots of rational numbers, similar to the one for zero-testing [2℄.Referenes[1℄ B. Beauzamy, E. Bombieri, P. En�o, and H.L. Montgomery. Produts of polynomials in manyvariables. J. Number Theory, 36:219�245, 1990.[2℄ J. Blömer. A Probabilisti Zero-Test for Expressions Involving Root of Rational Numbers.Pro. of the 6th Annual European Symposium on Algorithms (ESA), pages 151�162, 1998.[3℄ I. Z. Emiris and E. P. Tsigaridas. Real algebrai numbers and polynomial systems of smalldegree. Theoretial Computer Siene, 2008. (to appear).[4℄ H. Hong. Bounds for absolute positiveness of multivariate polynomials. J. of SymboliComputation, 25(5):571�585, May 1998.[5℄ J. Kioustelidis. Bounds for the positive roots of polynomials. J. of Computational andApplied Mathematis, 16:241�244, 1986.[6℄ M. Mignotte and D. �tef nesu. Polynomials: An algorithmi approah. Springer, 1999.[7℄ D. �tef nesu. New bounds for the positive roots of polynomials. J. of Universal ComputerSiene, 11(12):2132�2141, 2005.[8℄ D. �tef nesu. Inequalities on polynomial roots. Mathematial Inequalities and Applia-tions, 5(3):335�347, 2002.[9℄ E. P. Tsigaridas. Algebrai algorithms and appliations to geometry. PhD the-sis, National Kapodistrian University of Athens, Aug 2006. (available at http://www-sop.inria.fr/galaad/elias).[10℄ C. Tu, W. Wang, B. Mourrain, and J. Wang. Signature sequene of interse-tion urve of two quadris for exat morphologial lassi�ation. 2005. URL
citeseer.ist.psu.edu/tu05signature.html.[11℄ C.K. Yap. Fundamental Problems of Algorithmi Algebra. Oxford University Press, NewYork, 2000.
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